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SUPtiARY
Scope:

Routine inspections by resident and Region II inspectors were conducted onsite
in the. functional areas of plant. operations, maintenance and surveillance,
engineering and technical support, and plant support. These inspections
included a review of non-routine events and a follow-up of previous inspection
findings. Backshift inspections were conducted on April 29 and, May 1, 3, 4
13, 14,.15, 20, 22, 28, and June 4 and 5, 1996.

Results:

P1 ant' Operations

Operations personnel-and management' maintained good control over routine full
power operation of-both' units.- Unit I conducted a scheduled mid-cycle
shutdown:and Unit 2 had a scheduled power reduction for secondary chemistry

-cleanup Sections 2.7 and 2.8). Power changes during these periods were well,

_ controlled - inclusive of a main steam atmospheric dump valve problem (Section
"

;2.7). Shift operators remained attentive to changing plant conditions, and '

were very knowledgeable,of plant status' and ongoing. activities. During its
return to power operation,. Unit'l experienced a minor water hammer event-
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(Section 2.3). Overall housekeeping and physical conditions of the plants
remained adequate, except as discussed for the service water intake structure

'

and the 1-2A emergency diesel generator (EDG) (Section 2.2).

Three non-cited violations (NCVs) were identified this period. One NCV was
identified regarding failure to fill out EDG test logs in accordance with
procedure (Section 2.10 - shared responsibility with Maintenance). The second
NCV addressed Operations personnel inducing a trip of the 1-2A EDG during a

!test run by inappropriately adding waste oil to the EDG crankcase (Section
3.1.b - shared responsibility with Maintenance). Identification and
resolution of plant problems continues to be effective, except for an
identified third NCV regarding the tracking of outstanding licensee Farley '

Nuclear Plant Incident Response (FNPIR) program items (Section 2.9 - a shared
Engineering Support function). This NCV concerned a weakness identified in
the FNPIR commitment tracking system in that the status of items was noi, being
promptly reported to update the database. The causes for these problems
appeared to be a lack of oversight and/or ineffective communications between
various departments and the technical staff.

Maintenance

In general, maintenance and surveillance test activities were regularly
performed in accordance with work order instructions, test procedures, and
applicable clearance controls (Section 3) with some exceptions. One NCV
identified a failure to adequately test reactor coolant pump (RCP) under
frequency (UF) reactor trip relays (Section 3.2.a) that stemmed from possible
modification package development problems (shared Engineering responsibility).
Also, unresolved items (URIs) were identified regarding: personnel
misadjusting main feedwater temperature computer point (Section 3.2.b) ,

resulting in a slight reactor over power event; and, nuclear instrumentation !

system (NIS) intermediate range compensating voltage was adjusted below the
NIS source range count threshold (Section 3.2.c). Although the waste oil |

addition to the 1-2A EDG crankcase is mentioned in the above Operations !

section, the problem occurred during a surveillance run. Additionally, less !

than optimal maintenance work was observed on the 1A steam generator feed pump
miniflow valve (Section 2.3) and on the backup seal oil pressure regulating
valve (Section 3.2.g). Generally, observed maintenance (Sections 3.2.b to
3.2.f) was acceptable.

Enaineerina ,

!

Overall, engineering and engineering support of operations, maintenance,
modifications and surveillance was good (Sections 4.1 and 4.3). There was one .

NCV identified in the above Maintenance section regarding RCP UF relays that
had engineering overtones. Although URI 96-03-07 was closed in this report

!(Section 4.4), work performed on the subject radiation monitor cabling during
the modification was found to have some installation problems and the ;

modification work was less of an enhancement than initially thought. Sections :

4.1 to 4.3 of this report indicate positive engineering activities regarding
RCP pump vibration monitoring and evaluation, and subsurface investigations on ;

auxiliary building inleakage. Also, the engineering support personnel
conducted rod drop testing in a commendable manner. Licensee confirmed that

.
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most plant improvements resulting from the Individual Plant Examination were
; complete (Section 4.2).

Plant Support

Health physics (HP) personnel provided good support of Units 1 and 2 steady-
state operations (Section 5.3). During the Unit 1 short outage, HP coverage
at the containment. access was less than adequate. As a counter point, HP
inspection of self-contained breathing apparatus was competently performed.
For Security, personnel entry into the protected area was well contro!1ed at
the secondary access _ point (SAP). Security personnel were consistently alert .
and: implemented the site's security plan in an appropriate manner (Section
5.2). After'a month long primary access point (PAP) modification period, the
transition from the SAP to PAP as controlling access point went smoothly.

. Fire protection features were being adequately maintained, or appropriate
; compensatory measures were implemented (Section 5.1). A one week routine,
= regional inspection of the site's emergency program found that equipment, and-
response facilities were being satisfactorily maintained (Section 5.4).
Although the visiting inspector made observations regarding the Tone Alert
system, this area was also found to be satisfactory (Section 5.4.d).

i
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REPORT DETAILS

Acronyms used in this report are defined in paragraph 9.

1.0 PERSONS CONTACTED.

Southern Nuclear Operating Company Employees:

Bayne W., Chemistry / Environmental Superintendent
Bell B., Electrical Maintenance Superintendent 1

'

Buck C., Ter nical Nuclear Manager
*Coleman R., Maintenance Manager
Crone P., Licensed Training Supervisor
Enfinger L., Plant Administration Manager |

*Esteve T., Daily and Outage Planning Supervisor i

Garland H., Mechanical Maintenance Superintendent
i

Gates S., Team Leader - Maintenance Performance Team i
'

Grissette D., Operations Manager
*Hillman C., Security Manager
* Hill R., General Manager - Farley Nuclear Plant
Johnson J., Instrumentation and Controls Superintendent i

* Martin R., Superintendent Operations Support
*Mitchell M., Health Physics Superintendent .

<

Monk R., Engineering Support Supervisor - Equipment Evaluation
*Nesbitt C., Assistant General Manager - Plant Support
Odom J., Superintendent Unit 1 Operations

*Powell J., Superintendent Unit 2 Operations
*Stinson L., Assistant General Manager - Plant Operations
* Thomas J., Engineering Support Manager
*Yance B., Plant Modifications and Maintenance Support Manager
Vanderbye R., Emergency Preparedness Coordinator-

Warren W., Engineering Support Supervisor - Performance Review
*Waymire G., Safety Audit and Engineering Revi w Site Supervisor-

* Williams L., Training / Emergency Preparedness Manager

* Attended the exit interview
1

During the course of this inspection a number of other licensee
! employees were contacted that work for health physics, operations,

technical, engineering, security, maintenance, I&C, and administrative
departments.

,

1.1 Visiting NRC Inspectors
S

During the inspection period, a number of Region II inspectors conducted,

onsite inspections with the results of their efforts detailed in the
text of this report. Each of these inspectors conducted an interim exit
(see Section 8.0). The visiting inspectors were as follows:

a. During the week of June 3, 1996, H. Whitener, Region II/DRS conducted
an evaluation to assess the continuing problems with personnel errors
during maintenance activities. He will return to the site during the
week of June 17 and his findings will be documented in IR 96-06. |

.
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b. During the week of June 3,1996, G. Salyers, Region II/DRS conducted
a routine EP inspection.

c. During the week of April 29, 1996, R. Wright, Region II/DRP provided
onsite coverage while the resident staff went to Atlanta,

d. During the week of April 29, 1996, N. Merriweather, Region II/DRS
examined the backlog of outstanding FNPIR corrective action
commitments.

2.0 PLANT OPERATIONS (40500, 71707, AND 92901)

The resident inspectors conducted frequent tours of the MCR to verify
proper staffing, operator attentiveness, and adherence to approved
procedures. The inspectors also reviewed operator logs and TS LCO
tracking sheets, walked down the MCBs, and interviewed members of the ;

operating shift crew to verify operational safety and compliance with !

TS. Instrument indications, trend charts and safety system lineups were !
Iperiodically reviewed from control room indications to assess

operability and plant conditions. The inspectors attended daily plant
status meetings to maintain awareness of overall facility operations,
maintenance activities and recent incidents. Morning reports and FNPIRs
were reviewed on a routine basis to assure that potential safety !

concerns were properly reported and resolved. I

During routine tours of the MCR, the inspectors regularly observed that
very few MCB, EPB, and BOP panel annunciators were in alarm at any one
time for the entire control room. In fact, the EPB and Unit 1 MCB
annunciators were frequently in a " blackboard" condition. Unit 2 has
not exhibited a blackboard condition since shortly after restart from
the last refueling outage (U2RF10). Jnit 2 annunciator FF4 remains in
continuous alarm due to a DRPI non-urgent failure of shutdown bank
control rod J-9, which is scheduled for repair during the next refueling
outage (U2RFil). Operator attentiveness to, and knowledge of, changes
in plant conditions and status of ongoing activities were excellent
throughout the inspection report period. MCB deficiencies continue to
be aggressively pursued and maintained at very low level - generally
less than fifteen for both units.

2.1 Status

Unit 1 operated continuously at full power for the entire inspection
report period, except for a planned mid-cycle outage from May 4 through
May 6. The unit was shutdown during this period to effect repairs
inside containment and subsequently returned to full power on May 8.

Unit 2 operated continuously at full power for the entire inspection
report period, except for a planned power reduction to 15% from May 24
through May 27 to cleanup SG water chemistry. The unit was returneu to
full power on May 27.
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2.2 Routine Plant and Facility Tours

General tours of FNP facilities were performed by the resident
inspectors to examine the physical conditions of plant equipment and
structures, and to verify that safety systems were properly aligned and
activities that effect their operability were performed IAW regulatory,
operating license and plant procedural requirements. These tours were
performed on both dayshift and backshifts.

Limited walkdowns of a more detailed nature of the accessible portions
of safety-related structures, systems and components were also performed
in the following specific areas:

a. SWIS
b. Unit 1 and 2 EDGs 1-2A, 18, 28, IC and 20
c. Unit 1 Containment
d. Unit 1 Charging Pump Rooms
e. Unit 1 piping penetration room (100 ft. elev.)
f. Central Alarm Station
g. Protected area fence, gates and isolation zone
h. Protected area primary and secondary access points
i. Unit I and 2 vent stacks and auxiliary building roof
J. Unit I and 2 MDAFW and TDAFW pump rooms
k. Unit I and 2 electrical penetration rooms (139 ft. elev.)
1. MCR HVAC and CREVS
m. Unit I and 2 SFP, heat exchanger, and pump rooms
n. Unit 2 PRF room
o. Unit 1 and 2 SGFPs
p. Unit 1 MSVR
q. Unit I and 2 RWST

In general, material conditions and housekeeping for both units were
adequate. Minor equipment condition and housekeeping problems
identified by the inspectors were reported to the responsible on-shift
SS and/or maintenance management for resolution. However, housekeeping
and material conditions in the SWIS lower level were poor, and had
degraded significantly since the licensee expended considerable energy
in 1995 to dramatically improve this area. Much of that progress has
been lost due to lack of attention. Furthermore, housekeeping efforts
during the recent EDG 1-2A,18 month /five year equipment outage were
minimally adequate. Although EDG rooms and switchgear areas were
generally clear and free of debris, the cleanliness of the EDG skids,
air compressor / receiver areas, and EDG building back hallway were very
poor. The IC EDG is scheduled for its 18 month /five year equipment
outage next month, the resident inspectors will continue to examine EDG
housekeeping efforts.

On May 4, a resident inspector conducted a thorough tour inside Unit I
containment. In general, equipment and material conditions were very
good. However, a number of equipment and component leaks were
identified, primarily associated with snubbers, valve packing,
transmitter fittings, and pipe caps. The inspector discussed these

!
i
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items in detail with the Unit 1 Operations Superintendent. None of the ,

leaks represented a safety concern.

2.3 Minor Unit 1 Secondary System Water Hammer
,

On May 5, after the Unit I startup, operators heard / observed indications
of a secondary plant water hammer around the 1A SGFP. This occurred as

,

the 1A SGFP discharge valve was opened. The licensee initiated FNPIR 1- ,

96-129 to investigate the problem. The inspector inspected secondary '
t

system piping associated with the 1A SGFP finding no indication of
damage from the water hammer event. The inspector did find a
motor / converter for air operator N1P19V752 not mounted to its valve 909B
(IA to IB SGFP recirculation FCV). The non-safety signal converter
which controls lA SGFP miniflow during startups had no mounting brackets
or fasteners to locate it on or near the valve. The licensee had ,

previously identified this problem (DR 533590 - written 11-7-95) but had !

yet to work it. The inspector observed that even after the above
described hammer, the converter was still operating. As could be seen
by scratch marks made on its instrument air lines [as the miniflow valve

i

had been shook and adjacent components had rubbed the line], the
.

converter had ..:oved approximately 3 inches. After informing the
licensee of the condition - later that same day, the inspector observed!

the completed work to properly mount the converter and found it,

satisfactory. The licensee had initially deferred repair work due to4

work load. The loss of the converter would have caused a reduction to
q total feed flow in that the 909B miniflow valve would have failed open.

The valve was not specifically addressed in the FSAR but is important to'

safety.
,

3

2.4 Plant Tag Orders

During the c /se of routine inspections, portions of the following
tagorders and associated equipment clearance tag were examined by the
inspectors:

'
- TO# 96-1211-1, 1-2A EDG Lube Oil Investigation

TO# 96-1169-1, IB Charging Pump Seal Replacementi -

'

TO# 96-1057-1-0 Backup Seal Oil Pressure Regulator (MTG Hydrogen-

Seal Oil Skid)
- TO# 96-1055-1 1C Charging Pump
- TO# 96-1132-1 1A ADV

All tags and tag orders examined by the inspectors were properly
implemented.,

2.5 Technical Specification Compliance

Inspectors reviewed selected TS LC0 status sheets on a regular basis in
order to confirm that entries into TS Action Statements were recognized,
tracked, and complied with. Responsible Operations personnel, primarily
the applicable unit SF0, maintained good control of all TS LC0
requirements and Action statements.
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2.6 Biweekly Inspection of ESF Equipment

The inspectors conducted detailed biweekly walkdowns of selected trains
of safety-related systems to verify alignment and operability. In
particular, the inspectors verified that - accessible valves in the main
system flow path were in their proper position; motive power (e.g., air
supplies and breakers) were properly aligned; TS or safety analysis
required de-energizations of MOVs had been accomplished / maintained for
the applicable plant mode; major components in each train appeared
capable of performing their intended function (no excessive leaks,
attendant support equipment available, lubrication normal, etc.); and,
instrumentation essential to system actuation or performance were
operational. The following specific systems were examined as part of
this biweekly inspection:

- Unit 1 Penetration Room Filtration System
- Unit 1 Auxiliary Feedwater System (Partial)
- Unit 2 Component Cooling Water
- Unit 1 MSSVs
- Unit 1 and 2 CR HVAC

No significant problems were identified during these walkdowns.

2.7 Unit 1 Shutdown For Mid-cycle Outage

On May 4, a resident inspector observed the shutdown of Unit 1,
including a manual reactor trip IAW FNP-1-UOP-2.1, Shutdown Of Unit from
Minimum Load To Hot Standby. The reactor was manually tripped from 2%
power to verify control rod insertion pursuant to licensee commitments
made in response to NRCB 96-01, Control Rod Insertion Problems. All
control rods were observed to fully insert per design. No evidence of
sticking, binding, or other anomalous behavior was apparent. Additional j
control rod drop testing was perform during the oatage (see Section

'

3. 2. f) . Unit shutdown and reactor trip response was accomplished in a
methodical, controlled manner by the operators. Plant equipment and
system response was as expected, except for the MS ADVs which failed to
operate properly in automatic control. Operators handled the problem
promptly and without difficulty.

2.8 Unit 2 Rampdown For Steam Generator Water Chemistry

On May 24, Unit 2 was ramped down to 15% power to facilitate blowdown of
sodium and other contaminants that have concentrated in the SGs as |
chemical hideout due to very small, chronic condenser tube leak (s). |
Unit 2 returned to full power on May 27. After the return to full I
power, resident inspectors reviewed past operator logs, interviewed i

responsible operating crew members, and examined plant parameters and
indications. Operators did a good job controlling the unit ramp down
and ramp up to 100%. The entire evolution was accomplished without
incident and ahead of schedule.
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2.9 Effectiveness of Licensee Control in Identifying, Resolving, and
Preventing Problems

The resident inspectors routinely reviewed all FNPIRs initiated during
the inspection period to ensure that plant incidents that effect or
could potentially effect safety were properly documented and processed
IAW FNP-0-AP-30, " Preparation and Processing of Incident Reports ...".
The inspectors also reviewed a selected number of completed FNPIRs to
determine licensee's effectiveness in: 1) identifying / describing
problems; 2) elevating problems to the proper level of management;
3) conducting problem / root-cause analysis and/or derivation; 4)
assessing operability and reportability; 5) developing appropriate
corrective actions and 6) evaluating cause/ corrective action scope for'

generic implications.

Overall, the inspectors concluded the licensee's program for identifying
and resolving problems was effective, and being accomplished IAW AP-30.
Plant personnel exhibited an appropriate threshold for identifying
problems and initiating FNPIRs. Formal root cause analysis continued to
be conducted by experienced plant staff in a rigorous and thorough
manner. Each new FNPIR initially received prompt attention and was
routinely discussed by management in the next morning status / plan of the
day meeting.

Rackloa of Incident Reoort Cor ective Action Commitments

A Region II inspector reviewed the backlog of outstanding FNPIR
Corrective Action Commitments. The backlog consisted of approximately
220 open commitments with an average age of approximately six months.
The inspector reviewed the licensee's report on Performance Indicators
for the month of March 1996, which indicated that the backlog had
increased since January 1996 by a total of 62 new commitments. This
increase was due to a substantial number of Incident Reports that had
been dispositioned during the period for corrective action.

The inspector reviewed lists of both overdue commitments and commitments
that were greater than one year old. The inspector found that there
were 30 commitments that were overdue for which the status had not been
updated in the database. Some of these commitments were several months
overdue. The inspector also found that there were 37 commitments for
which no due dates had been assigned. A significant number of the later

; items did not have the current status in the database. Most of both
types of items described above were greater than one year old. The
inspector also noted that _ approximately 70 percent of the outstanding
items greater than one year old were assigned to the maintenance
department.

The inspector discussed with Maintenance Superintendents the list of
open commitments that had been assigned to the department that were
greater than one year old. The list included overdue items and those
items that did not have due dates assigned. These discussions revealed
that the status of several items had not been kept current. The

1
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inspector found that some items listed as open actually had been
completed. The Superintenfents also informed the inspector of the
proposed changes in due dates for those items that were overdue and
established due dates for those items that previously did not have due
dates assigned.

For those items that were considered complete the Maintenance
Superintendents provided the inspector with copies of certain records
(e.g. Work Orders, revised procedures, and etc.) that demonstrated that
the corrective action had been completed. These records were reviewed
by the inspector to verify that the corrective actions performed met the
actions specified by the approved corrective action plan. Based on this
review, the inspector concluded that certain items listed as open in the
database actually had been completed.

The backlog of Incident Report Corrective Action Commitments was being
tracked by the FNP Incident Report Commitment Tracking database.
According to FNP-0-AP-30, step 3.2.5, the Technical Group (i.e., ES
Performance Review Group) has responsibility for maintaining the
Incident Report database, tracking Incident Report Corrective Action
Commitments, and publishing a quarterly status report of outstanding
commitments to the responsible managers. Step 3.2.6 of AP-30, requires
each manager to update the quarterly status report and return it to the
Technical Group in a timely manner. However, the inspector determined
that quarterly status reports were not being published and updated in
the manner prescribed by AP-30. Instead, updates to the Commitment |

Tracking database were being initiated based on informal communications I
'

between the Technical staff and various departments through electronic
mail, telephone, or written notes. Furthermore, this informal method
was not being accomplished in a timely manner as evidenced by the number
of old, overdue, not updated and/or unscheduled commitments.

Based on the above, the inspector concluded that there was a weakness in
the licensee's FNPIR program for tracking outstanding corrective action
commitments. The apparent cause was either a lack of oversight of the
list within various departments and/or ineffective communications i

between the departments and the technical staff that has responsibility |
for maintaining the database. Failure to adequately control FNPIR
corrective action commitments according to AP-30 constituted a violation I
of TS 6.8.1 requirements. However, this violation meets the guidelines
of Section IV of the NRC Enforcement Policy for a non-cited violation
and identified as the NCV 50-348,364/96-04-01, Inadequate Control of
Incident Report Corrective Action Commitments.

2.10 Emergency Diesel Generator Annual Reliability Data Report

A resident inspector reviewed the 1994 and 1995 EDG Annual Reliability
Data Reports, and compared the results documented in these reports with |
the raw data recorded in the DG Test Data Log. The inspector also j

reviewed the DG Test Data Log, and interviewed responsible Operations
personnel, to ensure data entries were made IAW FNP-0-S0P-0.7, Revision

i

)
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: 7, General Instructions For Filling Out DG Test Data Logs. The
inspector' concluded that the summarized results tabulated in the Annual
Reports accurately reflected the data recorded in the DG Test Data Log.
However, the inspector identified dozens of minor administrative,
editorial, and typographical errors on the individual EDG log sheets.
The more significant of these errors involved inadequate explanations of
failures and/or invalid tests, missing code notations to identify the
reason for performing a DG test, and the inaccurate cumulative number of>

valid IB EDG tests. The inspector's specific findings were discussed
with Operations supervision and promptly corrected. Failure to fill out
the DG Test Data Logs IAW the provisions of S0P-0.7 demonstrated
inadequate attention to detail by the SFM and constituted a violation of
TS 6.8.1 requirements. However, this violation meets the guidelines of
Section IV of the NRC Enforcement Policy for a non-cited violation and
identified as NCV 50-348,364/96-04-06, DG Test Data Log Errors. >

,

2.11 Operations followup (92901)

a. (Closed) LER 50-348/95-11, Unplanned Manual Actuation Of Engineered
Safety Feature Equipment

An electrician manually closed the supply breaker associated with the
IB MDAFW pump during an emergency drill; however, this activity
should have only been simulated. The licensee determined the event
was due to cognitive personnel error as a result of inadequate
communication between the drill shift supervisor and the electrician
trouble shooting the breaker as part of the emergency drill. A

contributing cause was inadequate guidance provided to the drill
monitors which resulted in failure of a drill monitor being
dispatched to monitor the electrician's task. The inspector verified ;

the licensee's corrective actions by reviewing new implemented i

criteria (SNC Intracompany Correspondence, December 13 Emergency
Preparedness Annual Exercise and Training Advisory Notice 951211 -
Drill Player Conduct) which specified that no one was to operate any
plant equipment unless a drill monitor in the vicinity instructs the
drill player to do so. This event was included in the 1996
maintenance and operations retraining program and this re-instruction
was verified to have been performed. Discussions with personnel
associated with the event disclosed they had been individually
coached concerning the proper simulation of activities associated
with emergency drills. Based on review of the licensee's corrective i

Iactions, this LER is closed.

b. (Closed) LER 50-348/95-05, Reactor Trip Due To Spurious Closure Of
Main Steam 1 solation Valve

The licensee determined the event was due to water intrusion from a
room cooler which vas leaking in the vicinity a junction box located

,

in the IB MD4FWP room. This inleakage through a defective 0-ring i
seal eventually short circuited the normally open relay contacts |
causing the MSIV closure. The licensee corrective actions were to
repair the room cooler leak, inspect similar room coolers in both j

!

1
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units for leaks, refurbish and reseal the subject junction box,
inspect additional Unit I and 2 potentially susceptible to water
intrusion junction boxes and reseal them as necessary. The MSIV
actuator assembly and selected portions of main steam piping and
hangers were inspected and no damage was evident. The inspector
verified the licensee's corrective actions by interviewing Operations
personnel, reviewing pertinent documentation (incident report, root
cause analysis, completed plant work orders), and visually inspecting
the affected area. The residents had also inspected other boxes that
were sealed in response this single problem. The inspector
determined the licensee's corrective actions were adequate and
complete. This LER is closed.

3.0 MAINTENANCE AND SURVEILLANCE (61726, 62703 AND 92902)

Resident inspectors and a Region II inspector observed and reviewed
portions of various licensee corrective and preventative maintenance
activitier, to determine conformance with procedures, work instructions,
industry codes and standards, and regulatory requirements. Work orders
were also evaluated to determine status of outstanding jobs and to
ensure that proper priority was assigned to safety-related equipment. !

Inspectors witnessed surveillance activities performed on safety-related 1

systems / components in order to verify that activities were performed IAW
licensee procedures, FNP Technical Specifications and NRC regulatory
requirements.

3.1 Maintenance Observations (62703)

a. WO 96001944; l-2A Emergency Diesel Generator 24 Hour Load Test

On May 12,1996, during the 22nd hour of the first 24 hour load ;

test /run (0-STP-80.6) of the 1-2A EDG, the generator suddenly l

increased load above output limits for the test. Operations staff
terminated the test. The EDG had run well to that point. A MCR EPB
annunciator alarmed indicating "l-2A DG Trouble". After being
dispatched by control room personnel, a S0 found the local control
panel indicating both a high winding temperature and generator over- ,

voltage. Simultaneously, the U0 performing the test and the SS '

observed excessive generator output (MVARs and Amps); the SS directed
that the U0 trip the EDG. The entire high power output occurrance i

lasted about four minutes. The licensee initiated FNPIR l-96-139. |

The 1-2A EDG output power had risen to its maximum load of about 4880
|MW which is also the vendor-provided 30 minute maximum output rating.

This was due to a failed T54 transformer that supplied portions of
the voltage regulating circuit. There is a mechanical stop on the

~

fuel rack that limited fuel consumption to the maximum 30 minute
rating value. The inspector verified that vendor installed lock wire
on the fuel rack stop was still intact. The winding temperature
alarm came in at 100 degrees C. The operators did not note the
maximum temperature value. At 8 to 12 minutes after the EDG was
secured, temperature was observed to be a maximum of 77 degrees C.
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The licensee satisfactorily megger tested the generator and exciter
windings (WO 96001944,TYP). They opened various sections of the
engine and inspected for damage. Resident inspectors observed
various portions of these inspections finding them adequate.to
proactive. No degradation of the EDG components was noted.

The T54 transformer was replaced and the EDG was satisfactorily re-
tested. The failed transformer was scheduled to be replaced on the
13th of May during the then upcoming 18 month /5 year equipment
outage. The transformer had been identified by its vendor as having
a higher than nor.aal failure rate and the licensee subsequently
targeted it for replacement. The replacement transformer was a
different model than the existing failed model with no stated /known
morbidity problems. The other two T54 transformers on the IB and 2B
EDGs had been replaced previously. Portions of the second
unsatisfactory test (see below) and then the third satisfactory 24
hour test run were observed by the inspectors. Additionally, the
inspectors reviewed the licensee's documentation / communications with
the vendor on the transformer issue finding no problems.

b. WO 538928; 1-2A Emergency Diesel Generator Trip On Low Lube Oil4

'

Pressure

On May 21, following completion of its 18 month /5 year equipment
outage, the 1-2A EDG tripped on low lube oil pressure during the
eleventh hour of its 24-hour full load run per STP-80.6. This trip
occurred when the online lube oil strainer became clogged after the

.

DG Building S0 added two barrels of waste oil to the 1-2A EDG lube
oil sump. The S0 had been directed by the control room to add "used
lube oil" to the 1-2A EDG, while it was running, to restore the lube
oil inventory to a full level. Unfortunately, due to poor
housekeeping and material control in the back hallway of DG Building
during the 1-2A EDG equipment outage, lube oil barrels were not
properly segregated or marked to distinguish "used lube oil" (that
was potentially reusable) from waste oil. When notified to add oil,

to the 1-2A EDG, the 50 mistakenly selected two unmarked waste oil
drums from the hallway that were in the immediate vicinity and pumped
them into the diesel.

On the next day, a resident inspector toured the DG building,
including the 1-2A EDG and back hallway, and interviewed responsible
operations personnel. The inspector also observed significant
portions of the maintenance activities to cleanup the diesel lube oil
system and examined the diesel engine internals for any damage. The
licensee, with support from the vendor, determined that no damage had
occurred. All contaminated oil was eventually drained from the
diesel' lube oil system and replaced with clean "used oil" and new
oil; the strainers were also replaced.

Step 4.8 of FNP-0-S0P-38.0, Diesel Generators, requires obtaining
barrels of lube oil from the Turbine Building Oil Storage Room or
Warehouse whenever inventory additions are necessary, implying that

- - _ _ _ .
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'

new oil is to be used since "used oil" is not stored in these
locations. The licensee has since revised SOP-38.0 to establish
specific guidelines for controlling the storage, identification,
sampling, handling, and use of "used lube oil."<

Failing to use lube oil from the Turbine Building 011 Storage Room or
Warehouse IAW SOP-38.0 constituted a violation of TS 6.8.1. However,
this violation meets the guidelines of Section VII.B.1 of the NRC
Enforcement Policy for a non-cited violation and is identified as the
NCV 50-348, 364/96-04-02, 1-2A EDG Trip Due To Addition Of Waste Lube

'

011.
~

c. WO 96001666; 1A Motor Generator Set

On May 5 during the coast down of the 1A CRDM MG Set, Operations
personnel detected an unusual noise from the generator bearings ,

i resulting in bearing replacement. Resident inspectors observed
portions of the bearing replacement. The work was satisfactorily
completed and appropriately technically supported by the MESG staff.
As of tim end of the inspection period, the failed bearing had been
sent to the bearing vendor for evaluation.

d. WO 532974; 1A Atmospheric Dump Valve

Prior to May 9, a S0 on rounds in the MSVR thought that he heard the
1A ADV on the main steam line leaking by. The valve was
observed / discussed for several days. On May 14, a resident inspector
accompanied I&C personnel into the MSVR to test the air operator for
the ADV. The air operator was performing as expected with no,

significant problems. Minor steam leakage from the ADV was found to
be acceptable. The inspector concurred that this minor leakage was<

typical for this type of valve.

e. WO 448799; 1-2A Emergency Diesel Generator Lube Oil Heat Exchanger

The above heat exchanger was identified to have 56 tubes with greater
than 40 percent through-wall defects. An engineering REA'

response / evaluation dated May 17, 1996, concluded that for a greater
than or equal to 60 percent degraded tube loss, plugging criteria was,

acceptable for the 1-2A EDG during its next 18 month operating cycle.
Resident inspectors present for the hydrostatic testing of the heat
exchanger, valving-in of the heat exchanger, and the first
operational test of the EDG, found no observable problems with the
EDG or its operation. The licensee has instituted a PM program of
sampling the EDG lube oil on all EDGs during and after their
surveillance runs. This program should provide assurance that the
lube oil heat exchangers are serviceable attendant equipment. '

f. WO 456978; ID Service Air Compressor

This work order required cleaning and examining the physical
condition of the air compressor. A resident inspector observed
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portions of the disassembly, inspection, and reassembly of the
compressor. The inspector observed that proper FME practices were
being followed and that the technicians were skilled at working on
the air compressor. No deficiencies were identified.

g. WA 425626; IB Charging Pump Seal Replacement

A resident inspector observed limited portions of the work activity,
interviewed the responsible maintenance foreman, reviewed the work
procedure MP-5.4, Maintenance of Charging /High Head Safety Injection
Pump, for completeness, and verified ongoing work was appropriately
cleared and released. No adverse findings were identified.

3.2 Surveillance (61726)

The resident inspectors observed / reviewed portions of selected
surveillance activities as detailed below to determine if these
activities were conducted in accordance with TS, approved procedures,
and appropriate industry codes and standards. The inspectors verified
that procedures were followed and TS requirements were met, personnel
were knowledgeable and qualified, required clearance and tagging
requirements were met, and calibrated measuring and testing equipment
were used.

a. Reactor Coolant Pump Underfrequency Relays

The licensee modified the RCP UF reactor trip circuits during the
most recent refueling outages. The modifications were completed on )
Unit 1 (DCP S-93-1-8684-0-001) in September 1995 and Unit 2 (DCP 93- ,

2-8685-0-002) in March 1995. As part of these modifications, ;

interposing relays were added in series with existing UF relay !
contacts to make the circuit actuate when de-energized.

During its review of safety-related logic testing per GL 96-01, the
licensee determined on May 28 that the ent're RCP UF relay circuitry
was not being tested. The licensee commenced testing the UF
circuitry on May 28 using an updated version of FNP-1-STP-913.0,
Reactor Coolant Pump Bus Reactor Trip Underfrequency Relay Test,
Revision 6. The surveillance test procedure was revised to verify
that the interposing relay contacts opened on a low frequency !

condition. The previous version verified that the UF relay contacts
opened but not the interposing relay contacts. The first relay (Unit
1, RCP Bus A, Train A) to be tested failed. Subsequently, three
other Unit 1 UF relays failed the surveillance test (another relay on
Unit 1 RCP Bus A and both relays on Bus B). No Unit 2 relays failed. |'
The license uses three models of GE UF relays (Model nos.16, 21, and i

I

31) for the RCP Busses. The failures occurred as follows:

- Two of two Model 16s failed
- Two of four Model 21s failed
- Zero of six Model 31s failed

_ _ _ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .__ _ _ _ _ .
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A resident inspector observed the licensee staff's troubleshooting
efforts. The troubleshooting revealed that the UF relay contacts
were arcing and sticking due to an inductive load caused by the
interposing relays added by the 1995 modifications. The technicians
also found that a failed relay seemed to perform properly with the
test setup specified by the previous version of STP-913.0. The
licensee str.ff compared the inductive load ratings of the UF relays
to the measured the inductive currents across the contacts. The
licenses found that the inductive currents were well below the rated
capacity of the relays. The licensee engineering staff, with
concurrence from Southern Company Services and GE, modified the UF
circuity by placing a diode in w allel with the interposing relay.
The licensee staff had not dete mined why the relays were sticking as
of the end of this reporting period.

The inspector reviewed the DCP for the modification and determined
that the post-modification test was inadequate to test the circuit.
The post-modification test de-energized the circuit and verified that
the interposing relay contacts opened. The test did not input a low
frequency signal to verify proper operation. The inspector also
found that STP-913.0 was not revised after the design change to test.

the entire circuit. The surveillance test verified that the UF relay
contacts opened but did not check the interposing relay contacts
which inputed into RPS.

,

The inspectors concluded that the licensee's post-modification
testing and periodic surveillance testing for the RCP UF circuit were
inadequate. The inspector also concluded that the RCP UF relays had
not been adequately tested since the interposing relay modification
was performed. Corrective actions were to modify the circuits with
diodes, perform increased frequency testing, and initiate a formal
root cause investigation. The inspector determined the failure of
the RCP UF relays had low safety significance because the RCP UF trip
is a backup to the primary low flow reactor trip, plus the RCP UV
trip circuitry tested fine. Failing to adequately test Unit 1 and 2-

RCP UF circuits constituted a violation of TS Table 4.3-1, Item 16.'

This licensee-identified and corrected violation is being treated as
a Non-Cited Violation, consistent with Section VII.B.1 of the NRC
Enforcement Policy. This was identified as NCV 50-348,364/96-04-03,
Failure To Adequately Test RCP UF Reactor Trip Relays.

b. Misadjustment of Unit 2 Main Feedwater Temperature Computer Point
Results In Excessive Reactor Power Operation

During October 1993, the RTDs used to measure MFW temperatures were
replaced with precision RTDs by PCN-91-2-7755. This PCN was
performed due to the poor accuracy (1%) of the existing RTDs and the
effect of small MFW temperature errors on the calorimetric
calculations. Any errors in the calorimetric calculations directly
effects the adjustment of the power range NIS and therefore reactor
power. The post-modification test was completed using FNP-0-IMP-
427.1, Resistance Temperature Detector Check (Generic).
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On April 17, 1996, WA #452908 was performed per 0-IMP-427.1 to verify I

proper operation of MFW RTD point TE0500-97 on the PPC. The I&C PM i

checksheet for this RTD required checking the RTD tolerance at three !
'

points (250, 349, and 450 degrees f). The ILL technicians found that
the 250 and 349 degrees F points would not meet the tolerance
requirements. The technicians contacted Computer Services to assist ;

with troubleshooting. Computer Services adjusi he PPC MFW ,

temperature power supply, changed out varic% and changed the |
RTD bridge without correcting the problem. c I&C technicians ;

determined that the 250 and 349 degrees F p e not required to
be in tolerance even though they were still PM checksheet.
The WA was signed off as complete on April F, 46. The WA did not
contain any documentation of the troubleshool'.ig efforts performed by
the I&C technicians or Computer Services.

On April 17, after the troubleshooting ed power supply adjustments
noted in the previous paragraph, a calorimetric was performed per
STP-109.1. Power range NIS were adjusted down based on the'

calorimetric. On April 20, 1996, a R0 noticed that Tavg was about
0.4 degrees F higher than normal for plant conditions. Investigation
by operations personnel revealed that there was a step change in PPC
MFW temperatures of approximately 1.2 degrees F on April 17 at about i

'

2 pm. On April 22, Computer Services checked the voltage on the PPC
MFW temperature power supply and found it was out of. specification
high by 0.04 VDC. The voltage was adjusted and PPC MFW temperatures
decreased from approximately 440 to 439 degrees F. The operators
performed a calorimetric per STP-109.1 and adjusted NIS up 0.2%.

The resident inspector checked the calorimetric calculations using
corrected MFW temperatures and determined that actual reactor power
could have been as high as 100.31% on April 20 at about 7 am. This
is approximately 8.2 MWt above licensed power level. This excess
above licensed power level is offset by approximately 4 MWt RCP heat
input which is not factored into the calorimetric. The inspector
reviewed PCN-91-2-7755 and found that the inability to calibrate the ,

new RTDs at the lower two tooerature values was identified during I

post-modification testing bu the I&C PM checksheets were not
revised. The inspector has not been able to interview three of the
personnel involved due to scheduling conflicts as of the end of this
reporting period. This item will be tracked as URI 50-364/96-04-04,
Misadjusted MFW Temperature Computer Point Causes Excessive Reactor |

Power Operation, until all personnel involved are interviewed.

c. FNP-1-IMP-228.4; Unit 1 Nuclear Instrumentation System Intermediate
Range Compensating Voltage Adjustment

On May 4, a resident inspector observed I&C technicians adjust the
compensating voltage of Unit 1 NIS Intermediate Range Channels NI-35 |

and NI-36 IAW IMP-228.4. The technicians used calibrated test
equipment and followed all procedure steps and precautions, with one
exception. During the adjustment of NI-35, the SR counts for NI-31
were about 70 cps, which was below the minimum level specified by

_-_ _ _. ____.
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step 5.4 of IMP-228.4. This step was a procedural precaution that
stated the compensating voltage for NIS Intermediate Range channels

'

should not ba adjusted if SR counts were below a range of 100 to 500
; cps. However, I&C technicians performed an adjustment of the NI-35

compensating voltage despite the above statement. During the
adjustment of NI-36, the NI-32 counts were above the minimum SR count 1

rate. The inspector discussed this apparent problem, including the
prospect that NI-35 might have been under-compensated, with
maintenance management and responsible supervision. By the end of
the inspection report period the inspector was awaiting additional
information from the licensee and vendor regarding the basis of the
100 to 500 cps, and whether NI-35 was inappropriately adjusted. This
issue is identified as URI 50-348/96-04-05, NIS Intermediate Range
Compensating Voltage Adjustment Below NIS SR Count Threshold, pending
additional inspection reviews.

d. FNP-1-STP-33.0B; Solid State Protection System Protection Train B;

Operability Test

On May 5, this test was observed by an inspector and was
,

satisfactorily performed prior to the rod drop test indicated below.
Operations and I&C personnel performed the test in a controlled
manner,

e. FNP-1-STP-5.0; Rod Operability Test

On May 5, this test was observed by an inspector and was performed
satisfactorily. Operations personnel were attentive to the
requirements of the test and the plant condition.

,

f

f. FNP-0-ETP-3661; Unit 1 Control Rod Drop Test and Evaluation Program

On May 5, after the completion of the above two pre-requisite tests,
ES personnel and a vendor representative, satisfactorily performed
control rod drop tests IAW ETP-3661. A resident inspector observed
the entire test and reviewed the individual data collected on each
rod. All rods dropped into the core within their acceptance criteria
limits. The results were virtually identical to previous test
results (September 1995 refueling cutage). During the test, Rod G-9
experienced some minor intermittent DRPI problems but this was not
significant enough to halt the test or invalidate it. Rod B-6 was
the rod with the longest drop time (1.85 seconds - TS limit of 2.7
seconds) but its drop time also repeated previous test results. The
resident inspector was impressed with the consistent test results and
the professionalism exhibited by the Operations, ES, and test
personnel.

Pursuant to NRCB 96-01, SNC issued a report on May 31, 1996 that
summarized the data and test results of the Unit 1 control rod drop
times and rod recoil. The inspectors reviewed this report and
concluded it was consistent with inspector observations and
discussions with responsible test personnel.
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g. FNP-1-STP-153.0; Hydrogen Seal System Operability Test with the Main
Turbine at Synchronous Speed

The non-safety-related backup seal oil pressure regulator valve
failed this test and was worked under WO 541349. During the work,
the backup regulator valve was found not to be initially setup
correctly during the last outage by a vendor. The regulator was
repaired and the test was subsequently passed at a later date. A
resident inspector observed the initial test and the valve's repair.
This component is not in the licensee's list of B0P components under
the NRC Maintenance Rule. Should this component be required to
operate and fail, load on the main generator would have to be
reduced.

h. FNP-0-STP-80.6; 1-2A EDG 24 Hour Load Test

On May 28, resident inspectors observed portions of the third 24 hour
re-test of the EDG. This test went without problems and the diesel
performed as required.

i. FNP-2-STP-80.1; 2B EDG Operability Test

On June 5, during performance of 2-STP-80.1, after synchronizing the
EDG to the grid, the U0 experienced some load control problems, and
the unit was tripped by Operations. A resident inspector arrived
shortly after the trip, observed the event debrief, inspection
efforts, and retest of the EDG. When the U0 had tried to increase
speed / load with a EPB hand switch, the load appearitd to increase more
than the hand input and then appeared not to respend rapidly enough
when the U0 took the switch to the lower position. The raise / lower
switch, which drove the governor speed /MW control circuit,
controlled sporadically, but it would control. The operators took
the conservative measure to trip the EDG, This switch would be out
of the control circuit during an emergency start. The operations
staff entered the LC0 for the EDG being inoperative while
investigating / removing the switch. The operators verified other!

alternating current sources were available per 2-STP-27.1 and
initiated FNPIR 2-96-154.

The governor motor speed / load switch was tested and disassembled to
determine the problems causing the above symptoms. The switch had
electrical problems in the lower direction. In the lower direction,
it read erratically between zero to 90 ohms on the test bench. The
contacts on both the raise and lower positions had burn / scorch
indications. The inspector looked at the test results, examined the
switch and reviewed the circuit logic with the licensee. The
indicated problems could have caused the erratic control problems.

The switch was replaced and with the resident in attendance, the 28
EDG was satisfactorily tested 9 a maintenance start per S0P 38.0.
This run verified that the new EPB switch controlled in a
satisfactory manner while in this test mode. All switch functions

t
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were demonstrated - thus establishing conditions to exit the LCO.
The EDG was subsequently satisfactorily surveillance tested.

J. FNP-0-STP-254.1, Strong Motion Triaxial A celerographs IA, IB, 10,
(SMA-3) Calibration and Functional Test, and G-STP-254.2, Strong
Motion Triaxial Accelerographs 2 and 3 (SSA-1) Calibration and
Functional Test

A resident inspector observed the complete surveillance on May 16,
1996. The tests were performed adequately and with no deficiencies.
The technicians experienced minor problems with the data collection
software because they were not using the normal laptop computer.

k. FNP-1-STP-80.16, Degraded Grid Voltage and Loss of Voltage Protection
Relays Operability Test

A resident inspector observed this surveillance on May 21, 1996. The
tests were performed adequately. No deficiencies were noted.

4.0 ENGINEERING AND TECHNICAL SUPPORT (37551 AND 92903)

The resident inspectors and a Region II inspector, conducted periodic
inspections of onsite engineering / technical support activities (e.g.,
design control, configuration management, system performance monitoring,
plant modification, etc.). Effectiveness of on-site engineering and
technical group support of licensee efforts to identify, resolve and
prevent incidents or problems were also inspected.

4.1 Subsurface Investigations

The inspector observed the investigative activities performed by Surface
Detection Investigation Inc. personnel who conducted radar subsurface
tracings in the concrete driveway area between Unit l's new fuel
facility building and Unit l's condensate storage tank. This area of
concern had settled approximately one inch in a portion of the area
investigated. The radar subsurface tracings identified a subsurface
anomaly (by approximate depth. length, and width) that could possibly be
the cause of the subject settlement. Now that the location and extent

'

of the anomaly are known, the licensee planned to evaluata further by
other subsurface investigative means. Additional subsurf ace radar
tracings performed north of the diesel generator building identified in-
place high density clay fill as expected from original design
conditions.

4.2 Individual Plant Examination Improvements

By letter dated February 26, 1996, the NRC issued its SER of the
licensee's submittal made in response to GL 88-20, Individual Plant
Examinations For Severe Accident Vulnerabilities, for internal events
and flooding. A resident inspector reviewed the SER which listed a
number of procedure changes and a system modification that were being
considered as additional plant improvements to further reduce potential
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risks of core damage. The inspector discussed the plant improvements
with the licensee who confirmed that all proposed improvements have been
implemented except: a) Reducing SWS loads to allow operating only one SW
pump for maintaining CCW cooling (REA 96-1221 due December 6, 1996), and
b) Replacing RCP seal 0-rings with new high temperature resistant 0-
rings; RCPs IA, IB, and 2C have been replaced, others will continue to ,

be installed during subsequent outages one RCP at a time (the last one '

will be in 1998 during U2RF12). The inspectors have examined the
installation of RCP high temperature 0-ring seals during prior refueling
outages.

4.3 1C RCP Vibration

During the inspection period, the 1C RCP experienced spurious alarms on
its vibration monitoring system. The alarms began shortly after the
Unit I ramp down and return to power (May 5 - 8) and continued
sporadically for about another week. The affected data position, the
vertical frame location, alarm set point was 3.0 mils. The spurious
spikes were rising to slightly above that level. The licensee was
proactive in getting the vibration analysis personnel (combined with
those of corporate offices and the pump vendor specialist) involved with j
the problem. After an intensive study, the evaluating personnel could i

find no specific degradation of the pump but will continue to trend
'

vibration levels. The alarm setpoint was raised to 3.5 mils. The
inspectors followed the progress and evaluation carefully finding the
licensee thorough in their efforts. To date, no other alarms have
occurred.

4.4 Followup Engineering / Technical Support (92903)

(Closed) URI 50-348/96-03-07, Containment High Range Radiation Monitors
(R27A/B) Potentially Inoperable

FNPIR 1-96-122 which was completed by the licensee on May 17, 1996,
indicated that the R27B monitor was found inoperable on May 1,1996.
The inoperability was due to a separated electrical (signal lead)
connection and when tested by an electronic check source test failed to
respond. The R27A monitor signal lead was found nearly broken (but
still operable) with just one strand of multi-stranded lead passing
signal current.

During the March 1996 performance of modifications discussed in IR 96-
03, the leads had been lifted and re-landed onto slide link terminals.
These links were to allow future monitor testing without lifting leads. ;

Prior to the modification, the lifting of the leads had been causing i

deterioration of the coax cables (center signal lead with a grounded
shield lead exterior to the signal lead in the same cable bundle) by '

simple mechanical repetition. Since that time, the leads had not been
disturbed. Barring cable disturbances (see below) in the common rack
containing several other radiation monitors between March and April
1996, what the inspector saw on April 25 was the "as-left" condition
after the modification. He reported that the cables were not supported,
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there appeared to be little slack in the cables, that the angle the lead
took from the lug end was severe, and that the weight of the cables was
bearing down on the crimped joints at the lugs attached to slid links.
Also, he observed fraying, i.e., individual strands of wire broken at or
uncaptured by the crimp joint, at the lugs of the four individual leads
for the two cables - particularly the center signal leads which
supported the majority of the cable weight. The degraded condition was
the basis for the URI.

After the May 1 licensee testing and inspection revealed the state of
the subject leads, the cables were repaired. Approximately 6 days (with
an intervening weekend) after the inspector identified the degraded 1

leads, on May 1 the licensee performed a simple test on the monitors
that included the leads and attendant circuitry finding R27B not
operable while R27A was degraud but still operable. When the licensee
initiated repairs, they began required TS 3.3.3.1 action statement
sampling (a resident inspector reviewed the chemistry logs to verify
that required sampling was performed). Channel checks to verify that
the R27A and B monitor drawer circuits were operative were routinely
performed by Operations. The green " failed" light on the exterior of
each of the drawers were checked to be lit by the operator once each
eight hour shift per STP-1.0. Based on these checks, Operations
confirmed that R27B was operable until May 1. Resident inspectors
reviewed the technical manual for the monitors, supplemental vendor
information, discussed STP performance with the performing R0s, and
timed the self-test of the drawer that would cause the " failed" light to ;

extinguish. The operator check of the drawer " failed" light reduced the I
1amount of time that the 27B monitor could have been inoperable to less

than one shift. The TS LC0 was 72 hours. Repairs were completed and
tested by May 9 and compensatory sampling by chemistry was suspended.

Repair of the vertically run cables corrected the majority of previously )
identified monitor cable problems. On June 6, resident inspectors
accompanied licensee personnel to evaluate the repaired cables in the
locked monitor drawers' rack. Per discussions with I&C personnel, the

,

center leads of the coax cables only have a few, very small diameter
strand wires that just by the act of being crimped to a lug connector
can be easily cut. Upon inspection, the majority of cable weight was
found to be taken up by cable tie wire banding and by geometry features.
Additional slack had been found in the cable run. Most of the signal
cable strands which had been captured by the re-lugging - some lesser
number of strands were exposed and should be acceptable long term
assuming no other inadvertent mechanical manipulation of the cables
occurred. Approximately 18 inches of coax was unbanded between the last
tie wrap and the leads' attaching lugs - this was susceptible to bending
which could result in creasing of the fragile signal leads. The severe
angle that the signal wire made relative to the lug was not present, it
was understandably less than before with additional slack in the cable,
but due to geometry restrictions, an angle was still pronounced
particularly on the R27A signal lead. The licensee was considering
other possible enhancements to reduce the cable angle. Per licensee
design requirements, for this type and style of lead there were no

.. . _-.
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minimum bend radius requirements nor were there requirements on free
unbanded cable lengthse

In summary, based on the above the resident inspectors concluded that
the installed March modification left the two signal leads for R27A and
B in less than optimal condition. The installed leads "as-left"
condition in March exhibited some poor work practice induced by geometry
and fragility of the coax cables involved. Further, the modification

enhanced a portion of the " lead /l!ft for test" overall problem but it
did not totally reduce the chance of other problems with the fragile
signal leads of the cable.

5.0 PLANT SUPPORT (71750)

5.1 Fire Protection

During normal tours, resident inspectors routinely examined aspects of
the plant FP Program (e.g., transient fire loads, flammable materials
storage, fire brigade readiness, ignition source / risk reduction efforts
& FP features). In general, plant personnel and equipment conformed
with the established FP Program. Minor problems were discussed and
resolved with the onsite Fire Marshall.

The Unit I containment smoke detection system (1A-22) was returned to
service during the Unit 1 midcycle outage. Repairs were effected to
restore the system to operable status prior to restart of the unit on
May 6. The 1A-22 smoke detection system had been inoperable since the
beginning of fuel cycle 14 as discussed in IR 95-20 and 96-02.

5.2 Security j
1

During routine inspection activities, resident inspectors verified that j
security program plans were being properly implemented. This was
evidenced by: proper display of picture badges; appropriate key carding i

of vital area doors', adequate stationing / tours of security personnel; I

proper searching of packages / personnel at the SAP and back at the PAP;
and adequacy of compensatory measures during disablement of vital area
barriers. Licensee activities observed during the inspection period
appeared to be adequate to ensure proper plant physical protection.
Guards were observed to be alert and attentive while stationed at
disabled doors, and responded promptly to open door alarms. Posted
positions were manned with frequent relief.

The transition from PAP to SAP and back again went very smoothly. The
PAP was out of service for approximately a month to implement important j
modifications. A resident inspector conducted a specific walkdown of
the PA fence, gates and isolation zone. These physical barriers I

appeared to be well maintained and secure. The inspector also observed !
'the entry and exit of several vehicles through a gate in the PA fence.

Entry and exit of the vehicles were well controlled.
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The inspectors attended the site meeting chaired by security on general
Olympic games preparation. The meeting was productive and promoted a *

safe atmosphere at the site. The meeting was well attended by site
departments. Security related materials were properly controlled.

.

5.3 Health Physics.

Resident inspectors routinely examined postings and surveys of i

radiological areas and labelling of radioactive materials in thee

radiation controlled area. Work activities of plar t personnel in the .

RCA were observed to adhere to established adminutrative guidelines for
radiation protection and ALARA work practices. Effluent and
environmental radiation monitors were monitored on a routine basis for
any significant changes in radiological conditions.or indications of '

uncontrolled releases. No significant findings were identified. HP;

technicians maintained positive control over the RCA and provided good
.

support of Unit 1 and 2 steady-state operations and maintenance
i activities. HP management continued to keep the resident staff well ,

informed of potential radiological issues. |
|
1HP coverage of work activities in containment observed by a residenta

inspector during the Unit 1 midcycle outage was adequate. However, HP
did not provide coverage at the Unit 1 Containment personnel access
hatch during the midcycle outage. This oversight resulted in
unnecessary confusion and delays of plant personnel attempting to exit
containment. HP coverage to monitor personnel removal of anti-
contamination clothing, frisk out tools and equipment, and help workers
resolve portal contamination monitor alarms would have expedited entry
and egress from containment. The inspector discussed this observation
with HP supervision and management..

The inspectors observed all of the satisfactory HP inspection and
testing of SCBA gear under the HP Department cognizance. The monthly'

evolution was IAW with RCP-107. The work was competently performed
identifying degrading gear, replacing said gear, and documenting its;

status.

5.4 Emergency Preparedness (82701)
,

A Region II/DRS EP inspector conducted a one week inspection to verify
the operational status and readiness of the FNP EP Program. The
inspector examined the following elements of this program to ensure it
was being implemented according to licensee commitments and NRC;

requirements.

a. Emergency Response Facilities

The Region II EP inspector toured the TSC, E0F, and OSC. Most of the
licensee's equipment was energized and in a state of readiness.
Selected telephones, fax machines, SPDS, Non-Regulated ERDS, MIDAS,
and the newly installed ENN phone system were operationally tested by
the inspector and operated properly.

__-__-_______-___-__n
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Surveillance of emergency' equipment and verification of i
!

communications. capability were performed at.the required frequencies i
;

and comments were resolved in a timely manner. The inspector ,

randomly selected cabinets'in the TSC and audited emergency supplies q:

and tested equipment. -No discrepancies were noted by the inspector.2

No significant changes had been made to the facilities. The .

inspector-concluded that the licensee maintained the facilities and'

equipment at a satisfactory level of operational readiness. ,

.

.

'

b. Emergency Response Dose Assessment Capabilities

Dose assessment capabilities were inspected to verify that the
~

licensee maintained continuous dose assessment capabilities which
<

,

used real time meteorological and radiological data. Also, the
[ regional inspector reviewed the licensee computerized dose assessment

*

system to evaluate the training required to operate the system, the
3

capability of the system, and verify that the licensee's system had:

been compared to RASCAL. The licensee maintained two dose assessment
,

computer systems, ADMS and MIDAS, in the TSC and E0F.

ADMS used a straight line Gaussian automated dose assessment model
.

i- which actuated automatically and performed a dose assessment upon ,

receiving two valid alarms from specific combinations of radiation ,

monitors. ADMS used real time radiological and meteorological date
from the plant computer.

'The licensee started using MIDAS in June 1994. MIDAS was the
licensee's latest dose assessment program and was installed on ,

designated personal computers in the TSC and E0F. .Also, the licensee
maintained the MIDAS program on computer disks, and if needed, the
program could be loaded on other personal computers. MIDAS was a
full Class B program which modeled a variable plume, puff, based on a
15 minute average for radiological data which was update every
minute. Real time radiological and meteorological data was inputed
to the computer. The program used default values from WASH 1400 for
the source terms and did not have the capability of using actual
isotopic analysis data from a PASS sample. MIDAS, had the capability
of using field team radiological data to back calculated to the site.

The inspector observed the licensee perform dose assessment
calculations using MIDAS. The inspector noted that the system was
user friendly and would have required minimal training.

The on-shift Radiochemist was responsible for on-shift dose
assessment. The Chemistry Supervisor, Chemistry Technicians and
Reactor Engineer were all trained to use MIDAS. MIDAS training
consisted of the Chemistry Supervisor having '.he trainees perform a
Dose Assessment using MIDAS and EIP 9.3, Personal Computer -

. Automated Dose Assessment Method.
..

,

L._i_______ _ . _ _ - _ _ . , _ _ . . . , . . - . .
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The inspector verified that the licensee had compared several dose
assessments calculations from MIDAS to calculations from ADMS and
RASCAL and concluded that the results were comparable. The inspector
found MIDAS to be a versatile and sophisticated user friendly program
that required minimal training to operate.

c. Emergency Operations Facility - Emergency Ventilation System

The Region II EP inspector reviewed the E0F Emergency Ventilation
System to evaluate the E0F's habitability during an emergency.

The EOF was not designed as a hardened facility and the licensee
maintained a fully equipped backup E0F. The building housing the E0F
had an attenuation factor of 5. On review of system diagrams and
description, the inspector noted that the E0F Emergency Ventilation
System was a zero pressure system with HEPA filters and no carbon
filter. The Emergency Ventilation System had two modes of emergency
operation; HEPA filtration of outside air or isolation of outside
air. The E0F's ventilation system was integrated into the Training
Building's ventilation system. If the system was initially placed in
the Filtration Mode and radiological conditions required the system
to be shifted to the Isolation Mode, habitability in the E0F would be
limited by the build-up of carbon dioxide. A contractor analysis
indicated that for a staff of 150 personnel, a three percent Carbon
Dioxide level would be reached in twenty-three hours. Because of the
elevated carbon dioxide level, the licensee's procedures required the
evacuation of the EOF to the backup E0F within twenty-four hours. ,

'The inspector verified that an evacuation to the backup EOF was
tested during a drill in September 6, 1992.

The inspector concluded that the licensee had analyzed the effects of
a radiological environment surrounding the E0F, implemented and
maintained procedures for the Emergency Ventilation System, and
implemented and maintained procedures for evacuating to the backup
E0F. The licensee tested and maintained a backup EOF.

d. Tone Alert Radios, Public Alert And Notification Capabilities

This area was inspected to review the licensee's method of notifying
'

the public in the event of an emergency and to evaluate the system's
procedures, configuration, and reliability.

The regional EP inspector reviewed licensee's documentation and
discussed with the licensee, their public alert and notification
process. The licensee's system for alerting and notifying the public

,

used 3 sirens, one each for the local communities, and 2820 Tone !

Alert Radios. The sirens were successfully tested on the required
frequencies. The radios were operationally tested each Wednesday ;

when Houston County EMA activated the tone alert system. The i
licensee maintained accountability of local businesses and residences |
within the 10 mile EPZ that needed Tone Alert Radios with the aid of
the three local electrical power companies. When a local business

|

l
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and resident changed their electrical power services, the utility
notified the licensee. The annual audit of the Tone Alert Radios was ;

performed during the second quarter in 1996. During'the audit i

licensee personnel went door to door and audited each radio. During 1
the audit, the licensee changed out the radio's battery. !

;

The inspector reviewed the Tone Alert transmitting facility which was !

located within the owner controlled area. !

The Tone Alert activation' signal originated from the Houston County )
'

EMA through a dedicated single overhead fiber optic line. The line
terminated at redundant Zetrons (digital recorders). The signal i
activated a digitally recorded message on one of the two Zetrons.

. The output of the Zetrons supplied a common input to redundant j

transmitters, the active transmitters output supplied a single '

antenna located on' top of the meteorological tower.

A 12 Volt battery supplied power to the Tone Alert system. A battery
charger. charged the battery. The battery charger was powered by
station services alternating current with a low Pressure Gas
Generator as backup power supply.

The battery supplied both Tone Alert transmitters, and a single power
; line from the battery supplied a direct current bus which powered

both Zetrons. The Zetrons were programmed with four different#

digital Tone Alert messages. The Zetrons would lose their digitally
recorded message if they were de-energized..

! Should the fiber optic phone line fail, the licensee had a procedure
for activating the Tone Alert system from a spare phone in the

,

facility. The inspector observed that the lack of detail in the'

activation procedure and the absence of. component labeling within the
facility rendered the procedure ineffective. The licensee corrected
the difficulties with the procedure.and labeled the components,

! identified in the procedure before the end of the inspection.

L The inspector noted that the electrolyte level in one of the !

batteries cells was below the minimum level. Also, moisture was '

;

L observed around all of the battery's flash arrester which could be
j caused by excessive gassing and potentially a result of an excessive
p charging rate. The inspector identified that the Tone Alert 12 Volt

battery was not on a maintenance schedule. The licensee placed the-

Tone Alert 12 Volt battery into their existing quarterly battery ;,

F inspection schedule before the end of the inspection. I

Inspection of the. facility resulted in unanswered questions as to;

component power supplies and component integration (chargers, card !

modules, and transfer functions). A technician, attempting to verify j

| a power cable from the battery, disconnected an inline fuse from the
battery, de-energized the direct current buss which supplied the
Zetrons. De-energizing of .the Zetrons caused the digital Tone Alert
recordings to be erased and resulted the Tone Alert Radio system-

. - - - ..
|
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being declared inoperable between approximately 1330 and 1550. The*

Tone Alert Radios being inoperable resulted in the licensee making a
reportable event notification under 10 CFR 50.72.

,

The inspector discussed the following observations with the licensee: |

e The manual activation procedures had not been updated. i

Components and switches had not been labeled. |e4

e The Tone Alert Battery was not on a maintenance schedule . ;

e The flash arresters were moist, and moisture was on top of the
batteries around flash arresters.

e The one line " hand made" drawing from which the technicians worked'

was not completely accurate. '

The potential for a single failure disabling the system existed ine
that the only activation signal was a single dedicated fiber optic
line.4

The potential for a single failure disabling the system existed in*
that a single power cable supplied power to the bus which powered ;

.

Iboth Zetron Repeaters.

The licensee acknowledged the inspector's comment. The inspector
concluded that the Tone Alert Radio system had been reliable, and
operational status and maintenance of the system were satisfactory.

.

e. Maintenance of the Emergency Plan and Implementing Procedures
,

^

The regional EP inspector reviewed the licensee's process for making
changes to the Emergency Plan and EIPs. The inspector reviewed
changes to the EIPs and verified that changes to the EIPs were inc
agreement with and implemented the Emergency Plan.

The licensee's change process was proceduralized by FNP-0-AP-1,
Development, Review and Approval of Plant Procedures. Procedure
FNP-0-AP-1 required a 10 CFR 50.59 evaluation for changes to both the
Emergency Plan and Emergency Implementing Procedures. The final .

approval for Emergency Plan changes was signed by the Vice
President-Nuclear, and EIPs were signed by the Nuclear Plant-General
Manager. The inspector reviewed the licensee's documentation of the
change process to Revision 29 to the Emergency Plan and ten EIP
changes. The inspector further reviewed the ten EIP changes to
evaluate the licensee's evaluation of the changes. The inspector
independently evaluated the ten changes for the intent of the change
and to verify that the change continued to implemented the plan. A

review of licensre records indicated the revisions to the EIPs were
of high quality and were submitted to the NRC within 30 days of the
implementation date, as required.

Controlled volumes of the EIFs in the Control Room and TSC, were
reviewed and determined to be maintained up to date. The inspector
concluded that the licensee's review process was thorough and
satisfactorily met the requirements of 10 CFR 50.54(q).

|
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f. Use Of. Emergency Plan Implementing Procedures

The regional EP inspector reviewed the licensee's only event
declaration since'the last' inspection conducted in September 1994, to
verify an event was properly classified and the EIPs were properly
identified.

e October 4, 1995 - A N00E'was declared due to the threat of ,

Hurricane Opal. j

The' inspector concluded the event was properly classified,
notification was properly made in -a timely manner, and the applicable ;

EIP was implemented. |

9. Training of Emergency Response Personnel

The regional EP inspector reviewed the Emergency Response Training
Program to verify that the emergency response personnel were
initially trained and retrained annually to maintain their training :

current. Procedure FNP-0-TCP-17.14, Emergency Plan Training |
Administration, described the EP training program. A matrix related '

i'ERO positions to required initial training and retraining courses.
The_ inspector selected, at random three lesson plans and their :

'associated exams identified in the matrix for review. The inspector
noted from the review, that the matrix satisfactorily identified the
training necessary for the position, 'the lesson plans we organized
and contained the appropriate depth of material, and exims were
challenging.

The maintenance of the ERO training program was reviewed by randomly )
selecting six individuals within the ERO and reviewing their training

' - records. Although the records were cumbersome to retrieve, all of
the individual qualifications. reviewed by the inspector were4

up-to-date. The inspector concluded that licensee classroom training'

and exams were well written and administered, the ERO member trainingi-

| was being maintained up to date, and the licensee maintained a
L satisfactory Emergency Preparedness training program.

h. Emergency Planning Drills

} The regional EP inspector compared the licensee drill commitments to
the actual drills performed, and evaluated the quality of those
drills. The inspector reviewed the licensees' drill requirements in.

Section VIII A~., Exercises and Drills, of the Emergency Plan and in
EIP 15, Drills and Exercises. The inspector verified the licensee2

was conducting the required drills by reviewing the licensee's drill4

documentation to their requirement. In planning for the required4

drills, the liceisee published a FNP EP Calendar which listed the
currently known Energency Planning event dates for the year. The
inspector reviewed the documentation from six of the licensee's?=

drills'and noted that there was not a consistent report format or
critiques. The drill documentation was inconsistent in that some ofi

|

|
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i

the drill documentation lacked information such as the date of the j
drill, a description of the scenario, an overall evaluation or <

comments. Drill comments and action items were well documented. ;

The licensee's procedure G0-EIP-132, " Emergency Plan Drills and
Exercises", Table 1, " Exercise Objective Guideline," identified drill |.

elements and the last time the element was exercised. Table 1 of the |

procedure corresponded to the elements identified in the guidance of |

NUREG-0654, " Criteria for Preparation and Evaluation of Radiological t

Emergency Response Plans and Nuclear Power Plants" and NUREG-0737,
" Clarification of THI Action Plan Requirements."

The license satisfactorily met their drill commitment in Section VIII
A. of their Plan and EIP-15. Overall, the inspector concluded that

,

drill documentation could be improved.

i. EP Organization and Administration

The regional EP inspector reviewed this area to determine if any
changes in management or personnel had occurred which would effect
the efficiency or performance of the ERO. The licensee's ERO
maintained a three team rotation with alternate personnel identified.
Since the last inspection in September 1994, no onsite management or ,

significant personnel changes had occurred which would affect the i
performance of maintenance of the Emergency Preparedness Program.

!:
j. Required 10 CFR 50.54(t) Audit Of Emergency Preparedness Program j

|

The regional EP inspector reviewed this area to assess the quality of '

the required audit, the qualification of the auditors, and verify |
that the audit met the requirements of 10 CFR 50.54(t). Audit
95-EP/16-1 was a 7 person audit conducted between November 26 and,

December 15, 1995. The composition of the audit was based upon
completing the elements identified in an Audit Matrix. The licensee
maintained an Audit Matrix Detail Report which listed the Audit
Elements and the date and Audit Number in which the element was I

completed. Coverage of all of the elements was up-to-date. The |

primary drill observation portion of the audit emphasized the
rehearsal for the annual exercise. There was limited information
available documenting SAER observations of drills throughout the<

year. There were no issues identified in the audit report.
,

|

The inspector reviewed different auditor's notes of the elements that
they were assigned to audit. The inspector concluded from the review
that the auditors review of the elements were satisfactory.

The inspector reviewed the qualification requirements in Appendix A :

and B of SAER-AP-07, Qualifications and Training, for a auditor arid I

lead auditor. The review concluded that the program qualification l

requirements were in accordance with ANSI-N45.2.23. The inspector |

ireviewed each auditor's qualification card and noted that their
qualifications were satisfactorily completed.

|

I
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The ' inspector concluded that the auditor qualification program was
satisfactory, the auditors were properly qualified, and the reviews
of the audit elements were satisfactory. The audit satisfied the 10
CFR 50.54(t) requirement for an annual independent audit of the EP
program.

k. Licensee's Corrective Action Program For Drill Comments and Issues

The area was inspected to evaluate the licensee's corrective action
to comments and issues identified in their drills. The regional EP
inspector reviewed the licensee's drill comments and verified that

.significant comments were being tracked and resolved. The Emergency
Preparedness group tracked issues identified during audits, drills,
and program maintenance on the EPPL. The list was updated quarterly.
For each issue, the EPPL gave a description of the issue, identified
the responsible group, indicated its status, gave a brief comment or
disposition, and its estimated completion date. When the EPPL was
updated, the responsible groups were to review the status of issues
assigned to them, and up-date the actions being taken in the
" Comments, Disposition" column. The feedback information was to be
used in updating the next quarterly revision. The inspector noted
from the review of the EPPL that there were few issues older than one
year. Maintenance of the EPPL had improved since NRC Inspection
Report 50-348,364/95-04.

The inspector review concluded that the EPPL had improved since the
last inspection and that drill comments were satisfactorily tracked
and resolved in a timely manner.

5.5 Plant . Support followup (92904)

(Closed) VIO 50-348,364/94-24-03, Failure To Update Controlled
Procedures And Drawings

Based on the review of corrective action report 2104, SAER audit
reports, interviews with responsible managers and supervisors, and
independent verification of selected actions a resident inspector
concluded that the corrective actions have been completed which were
originally submitted in notice of violation response letter dated
December 16, 1994, as augmented by additional actions developed at a
February 17, 1995 Managers' Meeting to address discrepancies identified
by a subsequent SAER audit, and clarified by letter dated May 28, 1996.
The licensee's considerable efforts to ensure controlled procedures and
drawings are maintained up-to-date by all controlled copy holders
appears effective. This VIO is closed.

6.0 Other NRC Management Personnel Onsite

None

_ . _ _
.
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7.0 Review Of FSAR Commitments

A recent discovery of a licensee operating its facility in a manner
contrary to the FSAR description highliohted the need for a special i>

focused review that compares plant practices, procedures, and/or
parameters to the FSAR descriptions. While performing the inspections
discussed in this report, the inspectors reviewed the applicable
portions of the FSAR that related to the areas inspected. The following
inconsistency was noted between the wording of the FSAR and the plant
practices, procedures, and/or parameters observed by the inspectors.

One discrepancy was identified involving a design change (DCP 7902) of |
the Unit 2 Refueling Water Purification Pump. Although the design '

change was implemented on Unit 2 during the summer of 1994, it was not
incorporated into the latest UFSAR, Revision 13 issued on April 29, ;<

1996. Performance problems (i.e., high vibration readings) with the new '

pump, that eventually disappeared, delayed closure of the applicable W0s i

until after the FSAR, Revision 13 cutoff date of November 4, 1995. ,

.

However, during the nearly 18 month delay, the pump was available and
4 freely used by Operations even though it had not been formally accepted.

The Unit 1 pump was replaced in a similar modification during the Spring
of 1996 (see IR 96-03), and will be incorporated in UFSAR, Revision 14
along with the Unit 2 modification.

The resident inspectors plan to review UFSAR, Revision 13 in sufficient
detail to verify that modifications performed during the last refueling
outage (UIRF13) were incorporated. This planned review is identified
as IFI 50-348/96-04-07, Review of UFSAR, Revision 13.

.

8.0 EXIT INTERVIEW

' The inspection scope and findings were summarized ~ lune 12, 1996, by
the SRI with plant personnel and managemeat indico.n, in Section 1.0.
Interim exits were held on May 3 by Mr. Merriweather and Mr. Wright, and
on June 7 by Mr. Salyers. During the final exit meeting the SRI
described the areas inspected and discussed the inspection results as i

detailed in this report. SNC management acknowledged these findings and
did not identify as proprietary any material provided to or reviewed by
the inspectors nor did they express any dissenting comments. The status i

of all inspection report items discussed in this report are as follows:

TYPE ITEM NUMBER STATUS DESCRIPTION AND REFERENCE

VIO 50-348,364/94-24-03 Closed Failure To Update Controlled
Procedures And Drawings (Section
5.5)

LER 50-348/95-05 Closed Reactor Trip Due 'lo Spurious
Closure Of Main Steam Isolation
Valve (Section 2.11.b),

,
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LER 50-348/95-11 Closed Unplanned Manual Actuation Of
Engineered Safety Feature
Equipment (Section 2.11.c)

URI 50-348/96-03-07 Closed Containment High Range Radiation
Monitors (R27A/B) Potentially .

'

Inoperable (Section 4.4)
,

'

NCV 50-348,364/96-04-01 Closed Inadequate Control of Incident
'

Report Corrective Action
'

Commitments (Section 2.9)

NCV 50-348,364/96-04-02 Closed 1-2A EDG Trip Due To Addition Of !

Waste Lube Oil (Section 3.1.b) |

NCV 50-348,364/96-04-03 Closed Failure To Adequately Test RCP UF
Reactor Trip Relays (Section
3.2.a)

,

!URI. 50-364/96-04-04 Open Misadjusted MFW Temperature
Computer Point Causes Excessive
Reactor Power Operation (Section
3.2.b)

URI 50-348/96-04-05 Open NIS Intermediate Range
Compensating Voltage Adjustment
Below NIS SR Count Threshold
(Section 3.2.c)

NCV 50-348,364/96-04-06 Closed DG Test Data Log Errors (Section
2.10)

IFI 50-348/96-04-07 Open Review of UFSAR, Revision 13
(Section 7.0)

9.0 ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS

Automated Dose Management SystemADMS -

ADV - Atmospheric Dump Valve
ALARA - As Low As Reasonably Achievable
AMPS - Amperes

Air Operated ValveA0V -

American National Standard InstituteANSI -

Balance of PlantB0P -

CentigradeC. -

CCW- Component Cooling Water-

CFR - Code of Federal Regulation
Counts Per Secendcps -

Control Rod Drive Mechanism4 CRDM -

CREVS - Control Room Emergency Ventilation System
DCP Design Change Package-

Diesel Generator - same as EDGDG -

.

-
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Division of Reactor Projects (NRC) |DRP -

.DRPI - Digital Rod Position Indication
Division of Reactor Safety (NRC) ':-DRS' -

Emergency Diesel GeneratorEDG -

Emergency Implementing Procedure }EIP -

elev. - Elevation !

Emergency Management Agency !EMA -

Emergengy Operations Facility ;EOF -

Emergency Operating Procedure
'

E0P -

Emergency PreparednessEP .-

rEmergency _ Power BoardEPB- -

Emergency Notification NetworkENN :-

'EPPL - Emergency Preparedness Punch List
EPZ . Emergency Preparedness Zone >

Emergency Response Data SystemERDS - ,

Emergency Response Facility |ERF -

Emergency Response OrganizationERO -

ES - Engineering Support .

Engineered Safety FeaturesESF. - ,

Engineering Test Procedure |ETP -

FahrenheitF -

Flow Control Valve iFCV -

Federal Emergency Management AgencyFEMA -

FME
- Foriegn Material Exclusion--

Farley Nuclear PlantFNP -

FNPIR - Farley Nuclear Plant Incident Report
Fire ProtectionFP -

FSAR - Final Safety Analysis Report
GE - General Electric

Generic LetterGL -

High Efficiency Particulate Air FilterHEPA -

HP - Health Physics
HVAC - Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning

Heat ExchangerHX -

Instrumentation and Control [ Department]I&C -

In Accordance WithIAW -

Inspector Followup ItemIFI -

IR Inspection Report-

Limiting Condition for OperationLCO -

LER -- Licensee Event Report
Main Control BoardMCB -

MCR - Main Control Rou
MDAFW - Motor-driven Auxiliary Feedwater

Maintenance Engineering Support GroupMESG -

MFW Main Feedwater-

V.G Motor Generator-

MIDAS - Meteorological Information and Dose Assessment Computer
MOV - Motor-Operated Valve
MS Main Steam-

-MSIV Main Steam Isolation Valve-

MSR Moisture Separator Reheater-

i

MSSV - Main Steam Safety Valve j

i

)
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Main Steam Valve RoomMSVR -

MTG - Main Turbine Generator
MegawattMW -

Megawatt (thermal)MWt -

MVARs - Reactive Load
NCV - Non-Cited Violation

Nuclear InstrumentNI -

Nuclear Instrument SystemNIS -

Notification of Unusual EventNOUE -

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory CommissionNRC -

NRCB - NRC Bulletin
OSC - Operational Support Center

Protected AreaPA -

PAP - Primary Access Point
PASS - Post Accident Sampling System ,

Plant Change NoticePCN -

Preventive MaintenancePM -

Plant Process ComputerPPC -

Penetration Room FiltrationPRF -

Radiological Assessment System For Consequence AnalysisRASCAL -

Radiological Control AreaRCA -

RCP - Reactor Coolant Pump
Request for Engineering AssistanceREA -

Reactor OperatorR0 -

Reactor Protection SystemRPS -

Resistive Temperature DetectorRTD -

Reactor Water Storage TankRWST -

SAER - Safety Audit and Engineering Review>

SAP - Secondary Access Point
Self-Contained Breathing ApparatusSCBA -

Safety Evaluation Report
.

SER -

: SF0 - Shift Foreman - Operating
Spent Fuel PoolSFP -

i SFM - Shift Foreman [ Senior Reactor Operator]
Steam GeneratorSG -

SGFP - Steam Generator Feed Pump
SNC - Southern Nuclear Operating Company
S0 - System Operator
SPGS - Safety Parameter Display System

i SR - Source Range
Senior Resident InspectorSRI -

,

SR0 - Senior Reactor Operator
SS - Shift Supervisor

Surveillance Test ProcedureSTP -

Service Water SystemSWS -

SWIS - Service Water Intake Structure
Tavg - Average Temperature (RCS).

TDAFW - Turbine-driven Auxiliary Feedwater
TMI - Three Mile Island

Tag OrderT0 -
,

Technical SpecificationsTS -

Technical Support CenterTSC -

.
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'UF Underfrequency !-

UFSAR - Updated Final Safety Analysis Report i

Unit Operator !U0 -

Unresolved Item |URI. -

UndervoltageUV -

Volts Direct Current !VDC -

Violation |VIO -

Work Authorization !WA -

Work Order iWO -

!
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